
Logic and origin of Satanism:  

<Let us make things worse in order to switch faster into the new Golden Age.> 

Inspired by W. Eggert and M. Eliade 

Archaic understanding of time and reality as a circle, a complexity of minor and major cycles. 
Then people (who? Eliade: The Hebrews, Eggert: the Indians) broke out of this circle concept: 
our life can be depicted as a line! This was stressing! Horror historiae, horror vacui! Relief: 
put something significant at the beginning and at the end: The line will end in the Messianic 
times in a great battle between light/good and darkness/evil. Good will win. First explicit 
concept in Zoroastrianism (Persia is half way between India and Judea). Armageddon in the 
Bible and Second coming of Christ. Apocalyptic sects vs. mainstream Judaism, Christianity, 
Islam. 

In the Indian concept it is still inside a circle: The dark age of the Kali Yuga has to be brought 
to the darkest point where it will switch back to the Golden Age. Then again Silver age, 
Bronze age. The transitions are accompanied by a great flood or a great fire. Now again it is 
the turn of the great fire.  

This belief is the core of Satanism. These people act logically in their system, they connect to 
the higher logic of the Universe which demands from them to fasten the fulfillment of the 
given time quality. Of course, they are a small minority because even if you believe in it, it 
would seem more logical to just wait how the processes will unfold. Why should you help 
God? Because you are chosen by him! So the element of chosen people here is crucial and 
fatal. This happens to be a major theme in Judaism. By time, these radical groups become 
influential because small and extremists groups are well organized and tend to enter into a 
symbiosis with the more mundane powers like empires and bankers. They support and use 
each other. Hence the weight of secret societies. 

Why could they not be dried up like mosquitoes by draining the swamps and paddles? Even 
monster mosquitoes are just mosquitoes, blood suckers. Yes and no. Yes: boycott is the best 
we can do. No: with their help we are now in a world system, a matrix which serves their 
interests. The analysis of the history of the Middle East shows that in the battle of two 
factions: the pro-spirit (the traditional approach) and the anti-spirit faction, the anti-spirit 
faction dominates the education system, the press, the minds of the globalized people. Anti-
spirit means: an answer to our fundamental question of relationship between body and soul, 
matter and spirit, which favors the separation of these aspects with favoring the side of the 
matter.  

The satanists in power, the occult elites, are destroying our planet, nature, you. It is not a 
collateral damage of their and man’s greed. It is intended. They want to keep us corrupt and 
enjoy the relative privileges in comparison to the other beings below you but for a human 
being this is not compatible with our essence and mission. So drain the swamp by boycotting 
their products and their agenda, connect to like-minded, wake up the rest. Then there is a 



chance to save ourselves.  

It is important to understand that you don’t need to believe this logic. Enough is to 
understand that there are groups which do or at least operate with such symbolism.  

The most blatant example: the flight numbers of 9/11 and the link to Aleister Crowley. 

 

 

Source> Mark Passio et al. 

 

 

More in the 84 pages file in https://alethocracy.wordpress.com/english-sources/ 

 

Critical notes as to the Indian origin: Other sources show that the next age will be the Bronze 
age.1 

1 http://circumsolatious.blogspot.kr/2014/11/correcting-ongoing-misperceptions-of.html 
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You find much about Blavatsky in the article “The Sufi conspiracy” by D. Livingstone! 

 

JS, 14th June 2017 


